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Abstract—The ubiquitous sensor-rich smartphones
have promoted Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS), an emerging
people-centric sensing paradigm for urban Internet-of-
Things (IoTs). However, using cellular networks to trans-
mit the big data collected by MCS would incur expensive
financial costs for both participating phone users and the
MCS organizer. A promising solution to this is to integrate
the low-cost Devices-to-Device (D2D) communication into
the MCS design. Yet using D2D in MCS will require the co-
operative interactions among the self-interest and strategic
participating phone users, which significantly complicates
the ”human-in-the-loop” MCS design in both digital and
human dimensions, and brings a branch of new challenges:
(1) data communication and networking become more
complex; (2) D2D connections among opportunistically
encountered phone users must be secure, fast, and user
transparent; and (3)participating phone users need to be
properly incentivized. In dealing with these challenges,
this article will cover recent developments of D2D-enabled
MCS from both theoretical and practical perspectives.
Future research questions in this rapidly growing field are
also discussed.

Index Terms—Mobile Crowdsourcing, Human-In-The-
Loop, Secure Device Pairing, Incentivization

I. INTRODUCTION

The ubiquitous sensor-rich smartphones have been
playing an increasing important role in the evolution
of urban Internet of Things (IoTs), bridging the dig-
ital space and the physical world at a citywide scale.
This promotes the emergence of a fast-growing sensing
paradigm, the Mobile CrowdSensing (MCS) [1], [2].
The sheer numbers of mobile users combined with the
increasing powerful computing/communication capabili-
ties of modern phones, make MCS a much more flexi-
ble and cost-effective sensing paradigm than traditional
sensor networks. Furthermore, the inherent mobility of
phone users enables increased sensing coverage both
spatially and over time, providing opportunities to collect
data at a higher granularity and with more penetration.

A variety of big data reported by numerous mobile
users produce rich knowledge (e.g. human mobility,
social context, user feelings/opinions, traffic, and air
qualities), which enables a broad range of data-driven
applications and services such as urban planing, public
safety, transportation and environment monitoring [1]–
[3]. However, the huge volume of data collected by MCS
incur expensive financial costs (i.e. phone bills) [4]–[8],
which significantly restricts the scale and popularity of
MCS applications. Recent work shows that applying the
cheap (or free) Devices-to-Device (D2D) communica-
tions [9] (e.g. WiFi direct and Bluetooth smart) in the
MCS design is promising to solve this issue, especially in
the dense urban crowd scenarios and MCS applications
with limited financial budget.

However, besides the direct and reliable interactions
between each individual MCS participator and the server
in the traditional cellular-only MCS systems, applying
the opportunistic D2D communications will also require
the additional cooperative interactions among the self-
interest and strategic mobile users. This will signifi-
cantly complicates the ”human-in-the-loop” design [10]
of MCS in both digital and human dimensions, and
brings a branch of new research challenges. Especially,
the following three issues are specific and essential for
the success of D2D-enabled MCS:

1) Networking Algorithms to achieve adaptiveness
to the potentially stochastic and unpredictable
D2D communication opportunities, while maxi-
mizing the performance gain of utilizing D2D
communications.

2) Device Pairing Schemes to simultaneously ensure
secure, trustworthy, fast, and user-transparent D2D
connections between opportunistically encountered
phone users, who are normally strangers with
strong security and privacy concerns.

3) Incentivization Mechanisms to guarantee the
faithful cooperative behaviors of the self-interest



Fig. 1. Illustration of a general framework for MCS-D2D.

and strategic phone users.
In this article, we will provide an overview of D2D-

enabled MCS by discussing these challenges and state-
of-the-art solutions from both theoretical and practical
perspectives and in a systematic way. We will also
discuss several important research challenges that lie
ahead.

II. A GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF MCS WITH

COOPERATIVE D2D COMMUNICATIONS

A. General Framework

A general framework of a MCS with cooperative D2D
communications is illustrated in Fig.1. A typical MCS
system consists of a server and a set of participating
mobile phones that continuously collect sensory data and
report the collected data to the server. The collected data
will feed various data-driven applications and services.
However, fulfilling the MCS tasks will incur costs in both
phone bills and phone resources (CPU, memory, battery,
and network bandwidth). Therefore, proper monetary
reward should be paid to the mobile users to motivate
their participation [4], [5], [7], [8], [11].

A straightforward way to upload the collected data
is to use the cellular network, which is adopted in most
existing MCS designs [1], [2]. Alternatively, a mobile
user can also report his or her sensory data to the server
via other phones through a sequence of opportunistic
short-range D2D transmissions in a ”carry-and-forward”
fashion. D2D communication techniques (e.g. the WiFi
direct, Bluetooth, and LTE direct) are considered as an
important component in the 5G communication system,

which can support various applications such as content
sharing, gaming, wireless relaying, and cellular offload-
ing. A recent complete and comprehensive survey for
D2D communication techniques and applications can be
found in [9].

For instance, without using its own cellular radio, a
phone user can report his or her sensory data through an-
other proximity phone with a cheaper cellular cost (e.g.
unlimited mobile data) or when he or she passes a free
WiFi router. As shown in Fig. 1, such D2D-enabled MCS
system have two subnetworks for data transmission: a
Device-to-Server (D2S) network with always-connected
cellular links and opportunistic WiFi links, and a mobile
multi-hop D2D network with time-varying D2D links
between opportunistically encountered phone users.

B. Advantages of Applying D2D Communications in
MCS Design

Recently, there have been more and more practical
systems that demonstrate the great potential of oppor-
tunistic D2D communications. For instance, Fig.2 illus-
trates one-week D2D transmission activities of a mobile
APP Xender1, including over 20 million transmissions
for more than one million mobile users in India. Al-
though Xender is not an MCS APP, the D2D trans-
mission capacity shown in Fig.2 demonstrate the great
potential of D2D-enabled MCS for the large-scale data
collections. Specifically, in comparison with pure cellular
communications, the opportunistic D2D communication
brings the following benefits to the MCS systems:

• Throughput Improvement. Considering the high
density of urban crowd, sophisticated short-range
radios in smartphones, and the increasing popula-
tion of public WiFi routers; the opportunistic D2D
network has a great potential data delivery capacity
for practical urban MCSs. This significantly im-
proves the throughput of the MCS network to sup-
port the big sensory data collection. Although the
throughput gain is achieved at the expense of sacri-
ficing transmission latency, many MCS applications
do not require strict real-time data communications,
such as environmental monitoring, human mobility,
and social contexts [1]–[3].

• Financial Cost Reduction. The phone bill paid for
mobile data usage is the major financial cost for
MCS, especially for high sampling rate, multimedia
(e.g. images and videos), and continuous sensing
applications. The great expense incurred to the MCS
organizer for phone bills would severely restrict the

1http://www.xender.com/



Fig. 2. Real-world D2D transmission activities of an mobile APP Xender, which demonstrates the great data offloading capacities of
opportunistic D2D communications.

performance practical MCS applications. In con-
trast, a D2D-enabled MCS can achieve significant
cellular traffic offloading and use almost-free op-
portunistic short-range communications, which has
a great potential to collect big crowd data with a
much smaller budget.

• Prolonging Battery Lifetime. Typical short-range
D2D communication radios consume less power
than the long-range cellular communications. This
results in longer battery lifetime and therefore less
degradation of mobile user experience, further ben-
efiting user participation.

C. Key Design Challenges

Despite the benefits discussed above, D2D com-
munications require the cooperative interactions of
opportunistically-encountered participating phone users,
which significantly complicate the ”human-in-the-loop”
MCS design in both digital and human dimensions,
as shown in Fig. 3. Specifically, the following three
essential issues must be addressed to ensure the success
of D2D-enabled MCS.

1) Networking. Different from cellular-based MCSs,
new networking algorithms should be developed
for D2D-enabled MCSs, which can adapt to the
time-varying and potentially unpredictable net-
work states; such as the fluctuating wireless chan-
nel quality, intermittent connectivity caused by
phone user movement, and the opportunistic avail-
ability of free WiFi networks. Specifically, net-
working algorithms are expected to achieve the
four Essential Properties (EPs) summarized in
Fig. 3.

2) Mobile Device Pairing. As shown in Fig. 3, the
D2D connections between mobile devices require

fast, user-transparent, and secure device paring.
This is important not only in supporting the upper-
layer networking algorithms, but also in enabling
the trustworthy interactions among MCS partici-
pants, which therefore covers both the digital and
human design spaces.

3) Incentivization. To address the incentivization is-
sues caused by the social and economics behaviors
of the participating ”human sensor”, a number of
mechanisms (typically auction-based approaches)
have been proposed for traditional cellular-only
MCS [12], which only requires the interactions
between each individual phone user and MCS
server. Besides such individual interactions, D2D-
enabled MCS would require the participating users
to perform the sensing and data communication
tasks in a cooperative way, which introduce a new
dimension of research issues that do not exist in
cellular-only MCS. For instance, a participating
phone may maliciously drop the sensor data re-
ceived from other phones through D2D communi-
cations, in order to reduce its own memory and bat-
tery cost. Such unfaithful behaviors would result
in severe performance degradation, and therefore
must be inherently prevented by design proper
incentivization mechanisms.

Above three issues are highly related and will be
discussed in detail with state-of-the-art results in later
sections.

III. DYNAMIC NETWORKING FOR HYBRID D2S AND

D2D NETWORKS

In order to achieve D2D-enabled MCS, the first
challenge is to design efficient networking algorithms to
support sensor data delivery over the hybrid D2S and



Fig. 3. The relations of the three key technique issues of D2D-enabled MCS.

D2D networks shown in Fig.1. Specifically, from the
perspective of each participating phone x, the following
”4W” questions regarding data communications need to
be answered:

• When should x use cellular networks and when
opportunistic short-range communications?

• Who send data to x and who receive data from x?
• Which D2D neighbor and radio (e.g. WiFi Direct or

Bluetooth) should be selected for data forwarding?
• What are the data rates at which x collects, for-

wards, and receives sensory data respectively?

A. Four Essential Properties of Networking Algorithms
in D2D-enable MCS

To answer above ”4W” questions, a networking al-
gorithm to support D2D-enabled MCS is expected to
achieve the following four Essential Properties (EPs).

• EP1–Adaptive to Complex Network Dynamics. The
states of a D2D-enabled MCS is highly dynamic
and stochastic, depending on various random time-
varying factors (e.g. wireless interference and chan-
nel qualities, sensing tasks arrivals, and human
mobility), governed by various complex physical
rules. An expected algorithm should be adaptive
to all these possible dynamic network states. For
instance, the expected algorithm should work well
from the extremely dense network, where all phones
can always communicate with each other, to the
extremely sparse case where no phone can com-
municate with others through D2D links.

• EP2–Distributed and Online Decision Making.
Considering the citywide scale of MCSs, distributed

algorithms are preferred due to scalability concerns
and robustness to network failures. In addition, the
network algorithm should be lightweight and agile
enough for online decision makings, to adapt to
network dynamics.

• EP3–High Throughput for Data Delivery. The po-
tential network capacity gain achieved by D2D
networks should be sufficiently exploited to support
the huge volume of MCS data.

• EP4–System Performance Optimization. The ex-
pected algorithm should aim at optimizing the per-
formance of the D2D-enabled MCS system, such
as minimization of overall system monetary costs,
maximization of global system profit, maximization
of cellular traffic offloading, or multi-objective op-
timization of these performance metrics.

B. A Case Study: Lynaponov Network Optimization for
D2D-Enabled MCSs

Recent work [7], [8], [11] has demonstrated that back-
pressure algorithms driven by Lynaponov Optimization
Theory2 is a promising family of networking approaches
to achieve EPs 1-4 for the D2D-enabled MCS design. A
general mathematical formulation of stochastic optimiza-
tion for D2D-enabled MCS is as follows:

Minimize cost(x, S)− reward(x, S)
Subject to Equality constraints

Inequality constraints

All queues are bounded

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyapunov optimization



where x represents long-term averages of control
actions x(t) for all time t (e.g. sensing and data transmis-
sion decisions of all phones); S represents all stochastic
system states (e.g. mobile users connectivity and D2D
channel quality). The objective is to find the best control
actions x(t) to minimize a cost function (or maximize
a reward function such as social profits), by satisfying
equality and inequality constraints (e.g. channel capacity
constraint), and ensuring bounded data queues for all
phones. A family of adaptive algorithms, backpressure
algorithms driven by Lyapunov optimization theory [7],
[8], [11], are throughput optimal (EP3), make control
decision at real-time (EP1), and have strong theoreti-
cal performance guarantees (EP4). Furthermore, if the
objective and constraint functions are separable, then
lightweight and fully distributed network algorithms can
be developed (EP2).

However, a natural question now is whether these
theoretical algorithms work in practice? To answer
this question, we constructed an experimental WiFi-
Direct-enabled MCS consisting of 10 Android phones
(held by volunteering students from Imperial College
London) and a MCS server implemented in NODE.JS
(http://nodejs.org/), as shown in Fig. 4. We implemented
a fully distributed and real-time backpressure based
routing algorithm to minimize the overall system costs:

• Data Structure. Each phone x maintains its cur-
rent sensing rate rx(t), its queue backlog Qx(t), a
system parameter V > 0, and a temporal neighbor
table to record the information of its all one-hop
neighbors Nx(t), which includes the server and all
other phones can communicate with x trough WiFi
direct links. For instance, phone x in Fig. 4 has
three neighbors Nx(t) = {A, B, S} at time t.

• Routing and Data Forwarding. At each time slot
t, each phone x makes the following online deci-
sions: (1) Routing: x computes a weight wx,y(t) =
Qx(t)−Qy(t)−V costx,y(t) for each of its temporal
neighbor y ∈ Nx(t), where costx,y(t) is the current
cost of data forwarding over link (x, y), depending
on link types and qualities (Fig. 4 shows an exam-
ple). Then x finds the best neighbor y∗ with the
maximal weight (i.e. wx,y∗ ≥ wx,y,∀y ∈ Nx(t)).
(2) Data Forwarding: If the maximal weight is
positive (i.e. wx,y∗(t) > 0), x forwards data to y∗.

This simple algorithm has strong theoretical perfor-
mance guarantees. Specifically, it can be proven that the
minimal system costs of the D2D-enabled MCS system
can be asymptotically achieved, as the system parameter
V → +∞ [7].

The experiment lasted for three days, during which

each phone run the backpressure routing algorithm and
were never turned off. During the experiment, nearly
all D2D communications happened within the Imperial
College Campus on working times, because there were
only 10 phones and their owners live in different places
across London. We set the parameter V = 100 and
sensing rate as 2 samples (data packets) per minute3.
The transmission cost for each cellular communication
link was randomly set between 1 and 10, while for each
WiFi and WiFi direct link was set as 1. As shown in
Fig 4, above simple backpressure algorithm achieves
1, 4520/4, 5150 ≈ 32.2% cellular traffic offloading. In
addition, the average end-to-end delay is around half
hour, which is acceptable by many MCS applications
such as environmental monitoring. These results were
exciting given the sparse network settings, and it is rea-
sonable to believe that the performance would be signif-
icantly improved for more dense D2D network settings.
Therefore, this real-world experiment demonstrates the
great potential of applying D2D communication and the
Lyapunov optimization approach in the design of MCS.
More results on the applying backpressure algorithms for
opportunistic D2D transmissions can be found in [7], [8],
[11].

IV. RAPID, USER-TRANSPARENT, AND SECURE D2D
CONNECTIONS

Since the upper-layer networking algorithms runs on
the top of the dynamic D2D network, it is vital to detect
and establish the temporary link between opportunisti-
cally encountered phones in a rapid and autonomous
way, which is also important to fully exploit the po-
tential capacity gain of the short and opportunistic D2D
contacts. In addition, the participating mobile users are
normally temporarily recruited and are very likely to be
strangers, as shown in Fig.5. Therefore, they may not be
willing to share data over D2D communications due to
security concerns. Given there is no prior trust relations
between them, establishing a sharing secret key for the
firstly encountered devices (i.e. device pairing) is vital
for secure D2D communications.

However, existing device pairing schemes [13], such
as WiFi direct pairing secured by the WiFi Protected
Setup (WPS) mechanism, require physical interactions
(e.g. button clicks) between firstly encountered devices.
For instance, each volunteering students in the experi-
ment presented in last section was requested to manually

3There are many ways to set the sensing rates of smart phones
according to specific applications. For instance, the sensing rate
of some participating phones can be set as zero, if they are not
selected to perform any sensing task (they may still carry out data
communication tasks).



Fig. 4. An three-day experiment to verify the potential of D2D communications and Lyapunov optimization approach in a real-world MCS
consisting of a server and 10 Android phones with WiFi direct radios.

authenticate each newly encountered peer device for
establishing a WiFi direct connection.

As a result, the lack of efficient D2D connection
schemes could be the major obstruction on the road
towards the ultimate practical D2D-enabled MCSs. To
solve this issue, a new D2D paring scheme, Trustworthy
Device Pairing (TDP) is proposed in [14], which man-
ages to work with existing commercial D2D radios and
achieves user-transparent and secure D2D connections
simultaneously. As shown in Fig.5, TDP has two com-
ponents: (1) A trust management scheme to profile the
trustworthiness of each participating device based on its
historical behaviors, and (2) user-transparent D2D paring
based on the trust value of each devices.

We have shown that TDP is immune to several poten-
tial security threats including the passive eavesdropping
and man-in-the-middle attacks, and evaluated its real-
world performance in a prototype MCS consisting of
a server and two Andorid devices shown in Fig.5. We
implemented B-TDP and W-TDP, i.e. TDP with the inse-
cure but user-transparent modes of Bluetooth (JustWork
mode) and WiFi direct (blocked WPS) respectively, and

compared them with standard Bluetooth (PIN authenti-
cation) and the WiFi direct (PBC authentication). The
results show that W-TDP achieves much more stable
(i.e. much smaller variance in pairing time) and faster
D2D initial pairing4 than WiFi direct. In addition, B-TDP
achieves slightly slower initial pairing but a significantly
stability improvement, compared with Bluetooth.

V. ECONOMIC INCENTIVIZATION FOR

SELF-INTEREST AND STRATEGIC MOBILE USERS

Besides the peer-wise social concerns addressed by
device pairing schemes, the network-level social and
economic behaviors of the participating ”human sen-
sors” needs to be carefully considered in the D2D-
enabled MCS design. Particularly, the incentivization
mechanism, aiming at stimulating the self-interest and
strategic mobile users to participate in the system and
to follow the operational rules defined by the MCS

4It is worth noting that initial D2D connection time between two
stranger devices is much slower than later ones.



Fig. 5. A D2D pairing algorithm, TDP, for user-transparent and secure opportunistic D2D connections.

system organizers, is vital for the success of a practi-
cal MCS implementation [12]. The interactions among
the participating individuals significantly complicate the
problem space and brings stochastic and unpredictable
system dynamics. In the context of D2D-enabled MCSs,
an incentivization mechanism is desired to guarantee the
following three properties:

• Individual Rationality. As we have discussed,
fulfilling MCSs tasks incurs costs in both phone
bills and device resource (for sensing, storage, bat-
tery, D2D bandwidth, phone bills, etc). In order to
motivate a self-interest phone user to participate,
a reward that at least covers all costs should be
paid by the MCS organizer. In other words, each
phone user must be ensured to get some benefits
by participating in the system.

• Server Profitability. The MCS organizer (or server)
should not incur a deficit, which means a non-
negative profit should be achieved by the MCS
organizer.

• Incentive compatibility. A key property of MCS
system is that all parameters and operations local to
each phone are private and not observable to other
phones and the MCS server, as shown in Fig.6(a).
As a result, a phone user may try to maximize his or
her profit by strategically perform some unfaithful
behaviors such as

1) Misreporting Local Parameters (MLP). A par-
ticipant reports a fake control parameter strate-
gically that can lead wrong system decisions
to make benefits. For example, misreporting
a fake lower battery level would prevent the
system allocating heavy tasks and therefore
resulting in longer battery lifetime.

2) Malicious Packet Dropping (MPD). A relaying
participant maliciously drops the sensor data
of others to reduce the memory and commu-
nication cost.

3) Denial of D2D (DoD2D). A participant re-
fuses to communicate with others through
D2D radios, especially those have free Internet
connections.

Incentive compatibility (or strategy proofness)
means that adopting the action suggested by the
algorithm intended by the MCS organizer should
be the best strategy for each phone user, regardless
others actions. This is a strong guarantee to avoid
the motivation of cheating behaviors.

A. A Case Study: Combing Lyapunov Optimization and
Mechanism Design Theory for the Incentivization of
D2D-Enabled MCS

A recently developed incentivization mechanism,
Backpressure meet Taxes (BMT) [7] manages to achieve



Fig. 6. Potential Cheating behaviors and a distributed incentive compatible algorithm for stochastic D2D-enabled MCS.

the three properties for D2D-enabled MCS in a fully dis-
tributed way, by combining Lyapunov optimization the-
ory (to address the system dynamics) and the distributed
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism design theory
(for incentivization). To maximize the social gross profit
(i.e. total revenues minus total costs) of the stochastic
D2D-enabled MCS, BMT uses a backpressure algorithm,
called OptMPSS for distributed sensing and networking
over the hybrid D2S and D2D network, which is similar
to the simple algorithm discussed in Fig.4.

As shown in Fig.6(b), each phone x will be incurred
a monetary cost costx for running the OptMPSS. The
MCS server will pay each phone user x a reward rx and
a monetary transfer tx (tx > 0 means paying a subsidy;
tx < 0 means imposing a tax). With the monetary
transfer, each phone user x will aim at maximizing its net
profits (nx = rx−costx+ tx), rather than its gross profit
(gx = rx − costx). In a VCG mechanism, tax/subsidy
tx for each phone user x is computed based on x’s
contribution of the all other phones in the MCSs (denoted

as N−x), known as the marginal social impact of x.
It has been proven in [7] that with VCG tax/subsidy,
strictly following all (distributed) operations suggested
by OptMPSS is the best strategy of every phone user,
regardless other’s actions.

However, the key challenge here is to compute the
VCG tax/subsidy in a fully distributed manner at real-
time. We use an example D2D-enabled MCS with three
phones shown in Fig.6(c) to explain how does BMT
achieve this. Let us first consider phone x, which runs
three OptMSS instances: (1) an instance is for real sens-
ing and networking with its D2D neighbors in the real
system N = {x, y, z} and records its real gross profit
gx, (2) two instances for virtual MCS N−y = {x, z} and
N−z = {x, y} to compute its virtual gross profit g−y

x

and g−z
x without the presences of y and z respectively,

i.e. x does not communicate with y or z in N−y and
N−z respectively, even they have D2D communications
in reality. This is also applied for phones y and z. In
doing so, each phone can compute the contribution of



every other phone to itself (e.g. the contribution of phone
y to x is gx − g−y

x ), and upload this information to the
MCS server, who can then compute the VCG tax/subsidy
to each phone based on the information collected from
all phones. For instance, x’s VCG tax/subsidy allocated
by the MCS is tx = (gy + gz)− (g−x

y + g−x
z ).

The practical performance of the BMT algorithm was
evaluated in a MCS consisting a server and three Android
devices A, B, and C, shown in Fig.6(d). Here, device A
communicates with MCS server using WiFi (cost 0.1),
while both B and C use 3G (cost 1). The three device
used WiFi direct for D2D communications with cost
0.1. It can be seen that in this setting, device A has
the motivation of not following the optimal networking
actions suggested by BMT, which request A to relay the
sensory data traffic of B and C, resulting in reduction of
A’s gross profit. Therefore, a natural unfaithful for device
A is to disable its WiFi direct, i.e. DoD2D. As shown
in Fig.6(d), this cheating behavior indeed contributes to
an increase of gross profit but leads to a decrease in
net profit, demonstrating the BMT achieves incentive
compatibility in practice.

VI. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

The research on exploiting the potential benefits of
D2D communications for MCS design is relatively new
and many issues have not been addressed. Besides the
research topics discussed in this paper, we identify some
research opportunities and challenges lie ahead for the
design of more efficient D2D-enabled MCS systems.

• Networking for Hybrid Real-Time and Delay-
Tolerant Sensory Data Streams. Since urban sen-
sory data traffics would differ in lifetime. Current
approaches in D2D-enabled MCSs are based on op-
portunistic multi-hop D2D communications, which
can only support delay tolerant data traffics. In
order to provide strong delay guarantee of real-time
sensory data streams, direct cellular and reliable 1-
hop D2D communications can be used, especially
in dense crowd scenarios. Therefore, advanced net-
working approaches to support the coexisting het-
erogeneous types of data traffic are highly desired.

• Participator Selection. A key research issue of MCS
is to select the best set of participators, according
to their sensing quality, locations, and costs. The
participator selection problem is widely studied in
traditional MCS with pure cellular communications,
but all existing approaches in D2D-enabled MCS
are restricted by the assumption of a fix set of
participators. Therefore, how to jointly optimize
and incentive participator selection, sensing, and

D2D-based networking is worthy to be systemically
investigated.

• Dynamic In-network Processing. D2D communi-
cations can enable the opportunistic collaborative
interactions among participating phones for the in-
network processing (e.g. data aggregation, fusion,
and feature extraction) of the raw urban sensory
data streams. Such data pre-processing inside the
D2D network would not only significantly decrease
the data volume by redundancy reduction, but also
improve the efficiency and quality of overall urban
big data analytics. Therefore, it is an important
but challenging research issue to investigate how
to perform and incentive the distributed in-network
processing operations for D2D-enabled MCS.

• Exploiting the Fog Architecture. The emerging Fog
paradigm [15] has been attracting increasing in-
terests from both academia and industry, due to
the low-latency and cost-effective services it can
provide at the network edge. Exploiting the hi-
erarchial Fog architecture for D2D-enabled MCS
can provide resilient partition of mobile participants
across different geographic locations, and adaptive
functional partition of different tasks (e.g. sensing,
communication, payment, and quality control) over
the Cloud server, edge servers, and end devices.
This provide great research opportunities to improve
the performance in terms of scalability, delay, and
bandwidth savings.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article has provided an overview of recent theo-
retical and practical developments in Mobile Crowdsens-
ing (MCS) with cooperative Device-to-Device (D2D)
communications. We have placed special emphasis on
the fundamental challenges for the design of D2D-
enabled MCS, covering adaptive sensing and network-
ing, user-transparent and secure D2D connections, and
effective incentivization to participating phone users.
To further exploit the great potentials of D2D-enabled
MCSs, many exciting research opportunities have also
been pointed out. We believe that the development of
D2D-enabled MCS could not only greatly support urban
big data collection, but also provide valuable insights to
other systems with social-aware D2D communications,
such as D2D-enabled mobile social networking and
mobile cloud computing.
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